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Abstract. Privacy-preserving clustering algorithms group similar databases pop- 
ulated at distributed locations to improve data qualities and enable accurate data 
analysis and thus provide fundamental security components for distributed data 
mining with privacy concerns. This paper makes three contributions regarding 
shared k-means clustering algorithms. First, a new notion called shared-additive- 
inverse (SAT) protocols - a building block for efficient implementation of shared 
k-means clustering protocols within the arbitrarily partitioned database model, 
is introduced and formalized. Second, a generic implementation of SAT proto- 
cols from shared-scalar-product (SSP) protocols is proposed which is provably 
secure in the semi-honest model assuming that any underlying SSP protocol is 
privacy-preserving. Finally, we propose an immediate application of SAI proto- 
cols for privacy-preserving computation of shared cluster means - a crucial step 
in the shared k-means clustering algorithms. To the best of our knowledge, this is 
the first implementation of shared k-means clustering algorithms with provable 
security from SAI protocols which in turn are derived from SSP protocols. 

1 Introduction 

Privacy-preserving clustering algorithms group similar databases populated at dis- 
tributed locations to improve data qualities and enable accurate data analysis and thus 
provide fundamental security components for distributed data mining with privacy con- 
cerns. The solutions to privacy-preserving clustering algorithms have been presented 
with respect to horizontally, vertically and arbitrarily partition databases. For instance, 
Kantarcioglu and Clifton [12] describe algorithms for mining association rules in hori- 
zontally partitioned data and Vaidya and Clifton [16] develop analogous algorithms for 
vertically partitioned data. Jagannathan and Wright [ l l ]  provide the extensions for do- 
ing secure clustering protocols in arbitrarily partitioned data using well known k-means 
clustering algorithms. 

k-means clustering algorithms have many applications, such as bio-medical and 
DNA data analysis, financial data analysis, targeted marketing, forensics (see [ l l ,  12, 
161 for further reference). Informally, a k-means clustering algorithm is an iterative 
algorithm that successively refines potential cluster in an attempt to minimize the k- 
means objective function. The main idea for k-means clustering algorithms is to define 
k cluster centers, one for each cluster. The k cluster centers should be placed in a cun- 
ning way because of different location causes different result. So, the better choice is 
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to place them as much as possible far away from each other. There is some research 
on picking the initial cluster means [2]. The next step is to take each point belonging 
to a given data set and associate it to the nearest center. These two steps are alternated 
until a stopping criterion is met, i.e., when there is no further change in the assignment 
of the data points. In order to create a privacy-preserving version of k-means, we have 
to devise a privacy-preserving protocol to compute the cluster means (see Section 5 for 
more details). For instance, Alice has her input (x, a )  and Bob has his input (y, b) when 
we consider a two-party k-means clustering algorithm. Both participants wish to jointly 
compute the cluster mean 3, the output of the participants can be the following three 
cases, where s, + sb = ( a  + b)-' mod m and s ,  E 2, and sb E 2, are the random 
shares of Alice and Bob respectively: 

Case 1: either Alice or Bob learns the cluster mean (this is a special situation of 
the case 3 when s, =O or sb =O); 

Case 2: Alice and Bob learn 3 (this is a special situation of the case 3 when Alice 
and Bob learn s ,  and sb simultaneously); 

Case 3: Alice learns s ,  and Bob learns sb such that s, + s b  =% (a general case in 
which we are interested in this paper). 

In the next section, we will briefly sketch previous works for k-means clustering 
algorithms and at the same time we will state the problems regarding these implemen- 
tations. 

1.1 Previous works and problem statement 

Jagannathan and Wright [ l l ]  first introduced the notion of arbitrarily partitioned data 
and then proposed a simple solution to shared two-party k-means clustering protocols 
(with respect to the Case 3). Their solution is to first approximate the function by a 
circuit C, and then use the heuristic implementations [ I ,  6,7,17] to construct a privacy- 
preserving protocol. Although, the architecture for privacy-preserving clustering pro- 
tocols is attractive, their approach is heuristic. Consequently, a less heuristic approach 
would be a great step forward. The recent work of Jha, Kruger and McDaniel [lo] can 
be viewed as such a forward step. 

At ESORICS 2005, [lo], h a ,  Kruger and McDaniel presented two solutions to the 
Case 2 protocols (Alice and Bob learn 3 simultaneously) - the first one is based on 
oblivious polynomial evaluation and the second one is based on homomorphic encryp- 
tion. We would like to provide the following observation on their solutions: oblivious 
polynomial evaluation first introduced and formalized by Naor and Pinkas [13], is a 
protocol involving two parties, a sender whose input is a polynomial f (x) E F[x], 
and a receiver whose input is a value a E F, where F is a finite field. At the end 
of the protocol the receiver learns f ( a )  and the sender learns nothing. Two oblivious 
polynomial evaluation (OPE) protocols have been proposed by Naor and Pinkas [I31 
- the first construction is based on a conjecture that given a randomly chosen input to 
the noisy polynomial interpolation problem, the value of the polynomial P at x = 0 
is pseudo-random; - the second construction is more efficient one based on a stronger 
assumption that the value of the polynomial at x = 0 is pseudo-random even given 
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some additional hints about the location of the values of the polynomial. The security 
of the protocols is based on the assumptions that the noisy polynomial interpolation 
problem1 was as hard as the polynomial reconstruction problem2. Unfortunately, Naor 
and Pinkas's construction were shown to be weaker than expected by Bleichenbacher 
and Nguyen [3] .  More precisely, Bleichenbacher and Nguyen presented new methods 
to solve noisy polynomial interpolation problem which do not apply to the polynomial 
reconstruction problem. In particular they show that the noisy polynomial interpolation 
problem can be transformed into a lattice shortest vector problem with high probability, 
provided that the parameters satisfy a certain condition that is explicitly stated in [3] .  
The inethod is similar to the well-known lattice-based methods to solve the subset sum 
problem. They further show that most practical instances of the noisy polynomial inter- 
polation problem with small m can be solved, thus the noisy polynomial interpolation 
problem is much easier than expected and should be used cautiously as an intractability 
assumption. It follows that the cryptographic protocols should be based on the poly- 
nomial reconstruction problem rather than the noisy polynomial interpolation problem 
(we refer the reader to [3]  for further reference). Since Naor and Pinkas's construction is 
based on the hardness assumption of the noisy polynomial interpolation problem rather 
than the polynomial reconstruction problem, it follows that the k-means clustering al- 
gorithm protocol proposed by h a ,  Kruger and McDaniel inherently suffers from this 
weakness. Thus any more satisfactory construction of k-means clustering protocols is 
certainly welcome. 

The second approach is based on any semantically secure homomorphic encryption, 
and thus their second methodology avoids using oblivious polynomial evaluation pro- 
tocols as building blocks. We stress that there is no secret sharing mechanism deployed 
within their constructions (both the OPE-based and non-OPE based constructions, i.e., 
the authors only consider the implementation of the Case 2 in their paper), it follows that 
their method cannot be extended for the construction of k-means clustering protocols 
with respect to the general case (the Case 3 where secure computation of shared k- 
means of clustering protocols is processed within the arbitrarily database model). Since 
no result is known regarding the construction of general k-means clustering protocols 
from semantically secure homomorphic encryptions (to the best of our knowledge), we 
thus provide an interesting research problem below. 

Research problem: How to construct shared k-means clustering algorithms from 
semantically secure homomorphic encryptions in the arbitrarily partitioned database 
model? 

' The noisy polynomial interpolation problem is the following thing: let P be a k-degree poly- 
nomial over a finite field F, given n > k + 1 sets SI, . . ., Sn and n distinct elements XI, 
. ., x, E F such that each Si = {yi,j)lsj5m contains m - 1 random elements and P(xi), 

recover the polynomial P ,  provided that the solution is unique. 
The polynomial reconstruction problem is the following thing: given as input integers k, t and 
n points ( X I ,  y l) ,  . . ., (xn,  yn) E F ~ ,  output all polynomials P of degree at most k such that 
yi =P(x,) for at least t values of i. 
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1.2 This work 

In this paper, a new notion called shared-additive-inverse protocol is introduced and for- 
malized as a building block for k-means of clustering protocols. Informally, a shared- 
additive-inverse (SAI) protocol is the following thing - there are two participants Al- 
ice with her input i n p A  =a and Bob with his i n p B  =b who wish to compute s ,  + sb 
=(a  + b)-I mod m, where s ,  E Z, and sb E 2, are the random shares of Alice 
and Bob respectively. The output of Alice is s ,  E Z, while the output of Bob is 
sb E 2,. We then provide a generic construction of SAI protocols from shared-scalar- 
product (SSP) protocols. Our implementation of SAI protocols is provably secure in the 
semi-honest model assuming that the underlying SSP is privacy-preserving. Using any 
privacy-preserving SAI protocol a build block, we can simply compute a shared cluster 
mean pz + ,uy =$ =(z + y ) ( s 0  + sb) by means of any secure shared-scalar-product 
protocol so that Alice learns p, and Bob learns p,. As a result, a secure k-means clus- 
tering algorithm for distributed data mining is derived as an immediate application of 
our SAI protocol. 

In summary, this paper makes three contributions regardingprivacy-preserving clus- 
tering algorithms. First, a new notion called shared-additive-inverse (SAI) protocols is 
introduced and fonnalized. Second, a generic implementation of SAI protocols from 
shared-scalar-product (SSP) protocols is proposed which is provably secure in the semi- 
honest model assuming that the underlying SSP protocol is privacy-preserving. Finally, 
we transform any secure SAI protocol to privacy-preserving computation of shared 
cluster means protocol in the semi-honest model - a crucial step in the shared k-means 
clustering algorithms. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first implementation of 
shared k-means clustering algorithms with provable security from SAI protocols which 
in turn are derived from SSP protocols. 

Road map The rest of paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, syntax, functional- 
ity and security definition for shared-additive-inverse protocols are presented; And we 
briefly introduce the building block for SAI protocols in Section 3. Our implementation 
of SAI protocols and the proof of security are presented in Section 4. An application of 
SAI protocols to k-means clustering protocols is presented in Section 5. We conclude 
our works in Section 6. 

2 Syntax, functionality and security definition 

2.1 Syntax 

A shared-additive-inverse protocol consists of the following two probabilistic polyno- 
mial time (PPT) Turing machines. 

- On input a system parameter m (throughout the paper, we assume that 2, is a finite 
field. Furthermore, we ignore the trivial case when a= 0 or b=O since the general 
technique presented in Section 4 can be tailored to solve the trivial case), a PPT 
Turing machine A (say, Alice), chooses a  E, Z, uniformly at random. The initial 
input of Alice is denoted by inpA=a;  
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- On input a system parameters m, a PPT Turing machine B (say, Bob), chooses 
b E Zm uniformly at random. The initial input of Bob is denoted by inp ~ = b ;  

- On inputs inpA and inpB, Alice and Bob jointly compute s ,  + sb =(a + b)-I mod 
m, where s ,  E Zm and sb E Z, are random shares of Alice and Bob respectively; 

- The output of Alice is s ,  E Zm while the output of Bob is sb E Zm. 

2.2 Functionality 

The functionality FsAI of shared-additive-inverse protocols (SAI) can be abstracted as 
follows: 

- A player (say Alice) has her initial input znpA=a E 2,; Another player (say Bob) 
has his initial input znpB=b E 2,; Each participant sends the corresponding input 
to TTP - an imaginary trusted third party in the ideal world via a secure and private 
channel. 

- Upon receiving inpA and inpB, TTP tests whether a E Z, and b E Z,. 

if the conditions are satisfied, then TTP chooses s ,  E 2, uniformly at random 
and computes SI, from the equation s, + sb = (a + b)-I mod m. 
if a $ Zm, then TTP chooses an element a '  E, Zm and substitutes a with a' .  

Similarly, if b $ Zm, then TTP chooses an element b' E, Zm and substitutes 
b with b'. By i i zp~=a  (using the same notation of the initial input of Alice), we 
denote the valid input of Alice which may be modified by TTP; By inp ~ = b  (again 
using the same notation of the initial input of Bob), we denote the valid input Bob 
which may be modified by TTP. Once given valid inputs inpA and inpB, TTP 
chooses s, E Z,, uniformly at random and computes s  b from the equation s ,  + sb 
= ( a +  b)-'modm. 

- The output of Alice is s ,  E Zm which is sent by TTP to Alice via the specified 
secure and private channel between them. The output of Bob is s  b E Z, which is 
sent by TTP to Bob via the specified secure and private channel between them such 
that s, + sb =(a + b)-I mod nz. 

2.3 The definition of security 

Privacy-preserving protocols are designed in order to preserve privacy even in the pres- 
ence of the adversarial participants that attempt to gather information about the inputs of 
their inputs. There are however different levels of adversarial behavior - a semi-honest 
adversarial behavior and a malicious adversarial behavior (see [5] for more details). 
This paper however, concerns SAI protocols in the semi-honest model (the security 
definition of k-means clustering algorithms is inherently within the semi-honest model 
therefore). 

Let f :  (0, 1)' H {O,l)* x (0, I)* be probabilistic, polynomial time functional- 
ity, where f l (x ,  y) (respectively, fz(x, y)) denotes the first (resp., second) element of 
f (x, y); and let sr be two-party protocol for computing f .  Let the view of the first 
(resp., second) party during an execution of the protocol .ir on input (x, y), denoted 
viewy(x, y) (resp., view,"(z, y)), be (x, r l ,  m l ,  . . ., mt) (resp., (y, rz, 1n1, . . ., mt)). 
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r l  represents the outcome of the first (resp., r 2 )  party's internal coin tosses, and m,i rep- 
resents the i-th message od it has received. The output of the first (resp., second) party 
during the an execution of .ir on ( x ,  y)  is denoted outputT(x; y )  (resp., output,"(x, y ) )  
and is implicit in the party's view of the execution. 

Definition 1. Two distribution ensembles X = { X , ) ,  E S and Y = {Y,) ,  E S are 
computationally indistinguishable iffor anyprobabilisticpolynomial time distinguisher 
D and all suficiently large s, there is a negligible function u such that P r ( D ( X , )  = 
1 )  - Pr(D(Y, )  = I))/  < u. 
Definition 2. 7: privately computes f ifthere existpmbabiIisticpolynornial time algo- 
rithms, denotes S1 and S2 such that 

where E denotes computational indistinguishability. 

Definition 3. An oracle-aided protocol is a protocol augmented by a pair of oracle 
types, per each party, an oracle-call steps defined as,follows: Each of the parties may 
send a special oracle request message, to the other party, after writing a string called 
the query on its write-only oracle tape. In response, the other party writes a string, its 
query, on its oxw oracle tape and respond to thefirst party with a oracle call message. 
At this point the oracle is invoked and the result is that a string, not rzecessa~y the same, 
is written bv the oracle on the ready-oizly oracle tape of each party This pair of strings 
is called the oracle answer: 

Definition 4. An oracle-aidedprotocol is said to privately reduce g to f when using 
the oracle functionality f. In such a case, we say that g is privately reducible to f. 

Composition theorem for the semi-honest model [5]: Suppose thatg is privately 
reducible to f and that there exists a protocol for privately computing f ,  then there exists 
a protocol for privately computing g. 

3 Building blocks 

Privacy preserving data mining is a new and rapidly emerging research area, where data 
mining algorithms are analyzed for the side-effects they incur in data privacy. Secure 
scalar product protocols are the fundamental cryptographic build blocks for building se- 
cure data mining protocols [14]. Several private (shared) scalar-product protocols have 
been proposed in the context of privacy-preserving data ming [4,8,9,16]. Informally, a 
scalar-protocol is the following things: there are two participants Alice who holds her 
input vector ( z l ,  . . . , x l )  and Bob who holds his input vector ( y l ,  . . . , yl). They wish to 
compute ~ f , , x ~ y ~  such that at the end of the protocol, Alice holds the value ,Yf,,x,yi, 
while Bob holds nothing. A sibling notion is shared-scalar-product protocols (SSP). An 
SSP protocol is the following thing: there are two participants Alice who holds her input 
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vector ( X I ,  . . . : xl) and Bob who holds his input vector ( y l :  . . . , yl). They wish to com- 
pute random shares of scalar product s ,  and sb such that c;,,x, y, = s, + sb. At the end 
of the protocol, Alice holds the value s ,  while Bob holds sb. Clearly, a scalar-product 
protocol is a special case of a shared-scalar-product protocol when s b=O. 

Since the SSP protocol due to [8] will be used as a building block for our construc- 
tion, we sketch the protocol below: 

- Private input of Alice: inpA = ( X I ,  . . . , x,) ,  xi E Z7n for i  = 1, . . . ; 1; 
- Private input of Bob: i n p ~ = ( y ~ ,  . . . , yl) ,  yi E Z,  for i  = 1, . . . , 1 ;  
- Private output of Alice (resp., Bob) is s ,  E Z,  (resp., sb E 2,) such that s, + sb 

= C:=lxZy,. 

System setup: Alice generates a public key and private key pair (sk ,pk)  of Paillier's 
encryption scheme [15] (i.e., sk=(P, Q ) ,  P and Q are large safe primes, pk=(g, N ) ,  
where N=PQ, g = ( 1  + N ) ) .  

Step 1 : for i=l to 1, Alice generates a random string ri  and sends ci=Enc,k ( x i ,  r i )  
to Bob; Step 2: Bob computes w =niZl cyi E n ~ , ~ ( - l ) ~ ~  and sends w to Alice; Step 3: 
Alice decrypts w and obtains s ,  E 2,. 

Lemma 1. (due to [a]) The protocol is secure in the semi-honest model assuming that 
the underlying Paillier 's encryption scheme is semantically secure and lm < 1 N 1. 

4 Implementation and proof of security 

We propose an efficient implementation of SAI protocols in this section based on the 
privacy-preserving shared-scalar-product protocols in the semi-honest model. 

4.1 Our implementation 

Our implementation of SAI protocols consists of the following steps: 

Step 1: on input inpA =x E Zm and y E Zm, Alice and Bob then choose I-, E ,  Z ,  
and r ,  E, Zm uniformly at random. Two participants then jointly compute the 
following value z E 2,: 

2 = ( x + y ) ( r ,  +r,) 
= xr, + (xr ,  + r,y) + yr, 

= (xr ,  + t,) + (yr,  + t,) 

where z,: = xr, + t ,  and z,: =yr, + t ,  and the intermediate shares t ,  E Zm - - 
and t ,  Zm satisfying the equation t ,  + t ,  =XI-, + r,y are computed from any 
privacy-preserving shared-scalar-product protocol defined over the finite field Z m  
such that Alice learns t ,  E Z,,, while Bob learns t ,  E 2,; 

Step 2: Alice sends z, to Bob, and at the same time Bob sends z ,  to Alice; 
Step 3: once given z, and z,, both Alice and Bob can compute the inverse of z indi- 

vidually; 
Step 4: the output of Alice is s,: = r,z-' mod in while the output of Bob is s,: = 

r,z-l mod m. 
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4.2 The proof of security 

The correctness of the protocol can be easily verified: 

Lemma 2. Our implementation of SAIprotocols securely reduce SAIprotocols to SSP 
prorocols in the serni-honest model. 

Proof: The fist party Alice, sends her input inpA=(x, r,) to the SSP oracle 
while the second party, Bob sends his input inpB=(y, r,) to FssP FssP outputs 
(t,,t,) so that Alice learns t ,  while Bob learns t,. As a result, the distribution 
view;7(x1 y) can be defined as { x ,  r,, t,, z,, z,, s,), where z, t xr, + t,, z, E, Z,, 
s, + r,(z, + z,)-'. We then define the distribution of output%(inpA, inpB).  By 
the implementation, we have equations: z ,  =yr, + t ,  and t ,  + t ,  =xr, + yr,. 
Consequently, we have the equation z ,  =yr, + t ,  - xr, - yr,. Furthermore, for 
fixed variables ( x ,  r,, t,. z,) and y, there is a unique solution of r ,  such that r ,  
=(y - ~ ) - l ( ~ t ,  + z, - t,) if x # y. Since sy=ryz-l=ry(z, + z,)-l, it follows that 
s, is uniformly distributed over Zm assuming that y is uniformly distributed over the 
finite field 2,. Finally, we need to show that there exists a simulator S 1  for the honest- 
but-curious party Alice. This can be done as follows: we choose s ,  E, Zm uniformly 
at random and set f z  (inpA, inpB) t s,. We then define Sl (inpA, S, ) according to the 
following steps: 

- on input inpA=(x, r,), S1 runs the sub-simulator for the (sub-protocol) SSP proto- 
col. Such a sub-simulator exists since the underlying SSP protocol is secure in the 
semi-honest model. The distribution of the sub-simulator is denoted by (t  ,, t,); 

- S1 then computes z, from the equation z,= zr,  + t,, where S1 learns t ,  from 
the distribution of the simulator (we stress that S 1  does not learn t,). And then S1 
chooses z, E, 2,; 

- S1 then computes s, from the equation s, =r,(z, + &Y - ) - I .  3 

- The distribution of S 1  is ( x ,  r,, t,, z,, z,, s,). 

Obviously, the following two distributions are computationally indistinguishable: 

fying the security definition. It follows that our implementation is securely reduce SAI 
protocols to SSP protocols in the semi-honest model. 

Combining the Lemma 1 and the Lemma 2, we have the main statement below (the 
composition theorem for the semi-honest model): 

Theorem 1. Our implementation of SAIprotocols in secure in the semi-konest model 
assuming that the Paillier 's enc~p t ion  scheme is senzantically secure. 
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5 Applications 

SAI protocols can be used to compute clustering means in the horizontally partitioned 
database model, and vertically partitioned database model. We also would like to pro- 
vide an interesting application of SAI protocols to the general case of the privacy- 
preserving distributed k-means clustering algorithms for the arbitrarily partitioned 
database model [ l l ] .  Let D={dl, dz ,  . . . , d,) be a database set consists of n objects. 
Each object di is described by the value of the 1 numerical attributes. That is each d i  
is partitioned into two disjoint subsets df and dB. Let $ (resp. ,uf)  for 1 5 j 5 k 
denote Alice's (resp., Bob's) share of the j-th mean. The candidate cluster center are 
given by p?+,uf for 1 5 j 5 k. For each object di, Alice and Bob securely compute 
the distance dist(di, p j )  for 1 < j < k, between the object and each of the k cluster 
centers. The result of the distance calculation is learned as random shares between Al- 
ice and Bob. Using the random shares, they then securely compute the closest cluster 
for each object in the database (all computations are performed over a finite filed Z,). 
At the end of each iteration, Alice and Bob learns his or her share of the cluster centers. 
The next iteration requires the recomputing each of the k-cluster centers. Suppose that 
Alice has objects d:, . . ., dc  and Bob has objects d:, . . ., d:, for 1 5 j 5 k. Each of 
the df and dB is an 1-tuple, where d& (resp., d e j )  denotes the j-th coordinate of the 
corresponding 1-tuple. 

Alice (resp., Bob ) calculates the shares sj and nj (resp. t j  and m j )  for 1 5 j 5 I, 
where s j = ~ L l d e , j  (resp., t j  =~:,~d&), and n j  (resp., m j )  denotes the number of 
objects in d:, . . ., d c  (resp., d:, . . ., d:) for which Alice (resp., Bob) has the values 
for the attribute A j .  If Alice (resp., Bob) does not have the value for the attribute j for 
some object df (resp., dB), she (resp., he) treats it as zero. Thus the j-th components 
of i-th cluster center is given by For convenience, we simply assume that 
Alice has her input i n p ~ = ( a ,  r,) while Bob has his input inpB=(b; rb).  They wish to 
securely compute s ,  + sb =- over 2,. We now can provide alternative solution to 
the problem below3: 

- Private input of Alice: i n p ~ = ( a ,  r,) E Z, x Z,,; 
- Private input of Bob: inpB=(b, rb) E Z, x Z,,; 
- Private output of Alice (resp., Bob) is s ,  E Z, (resp., sb E 2,) such that s, + sb 
- a+b 

re+% ' 

Step 1: On inputs inpA=ra and inpB =b, Alice and Bob jointly run the SAI pro- 
tocol to compute t ,  and tb such that t ,  + tb=(ra + rb ) - l ,  where Alice learns 
t ,  E Z, and Bob learns tb E 2,; 

Step 2: On inputs i n p ~ = ( a ,  t,) E Z, x Z, and inpB =(b, t b )  E Z, x Z,, Alice 
and Bob jointly run any privacy-preserving shared-scalar-product protocol to 
compute w, E 2, and WI, E Z, such that w, + wb =atb + bt,; 

Step 3: Alice computes s ,  +- at, + w, and Bob computes sb +- btb + wb; 
Step 4: The output of Alice is s ,  E Z, and while the output of Bob is sb E 2,. 

There are two solutions suggested in [ l l ] :  one is based on Yao's circuit evaluation proto- 
col [17]; another solution is based on Bar-Ilan and Beaver's protocol [I]. Unfortunately, no 
detailed solution is available in [ l  11 yet. 
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As an immediate application of  the Theorem 1, we have the following corollary: 

Corollary 1. The recomputing k-meansprotocol is secure assunzing that the underly- 
ing SAIprotocol is secure in the semi-honest model. 

6 Conclusion 

In this paper, a notion called shared-additive-inverse (SAI) protocols has been intro- 
duced and formalized. We then have proposed a novel construction of SAI protocols 
from any secure shared-scalar-product (SSP) protocols, and shown that the inlplemen- 
tation is secure assuming that the underlying SSP protocol is secure in the semi-honest 
model. Finally, an immediate application of  SAI protocols to the k-means cluster re- 
computing algorithm has been presented. To the best of  our knowledge, our algorithm 
is the first practical solution to the k-means cluster recomputing algorithm suitable for 
the arbitrarily partitioned database model. 
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